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 “Video podcasting has the same effects as lecture on learning outcomes among 
midwifery students. It can be used as a complement to lecture.” 
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“the efficacy of podcasting are as yet fairly weak. . .many students experience 
podcasts as a genuine improvement to the study environment, and that they use the 
new tool rationally as a supplement to their study activities.” 
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Dialogues: Teaching & Learning Journal 12 (2). 
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This article has some very useful appendixes that prompt reflection about what            
materials and preparation you need to successfully produce a podcast. 
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Learning/Teaching English as a Second Language: A Case Study in Secondary           
Education in Greece. Research Journal of Education, (52), 42-48. 
The results of the research have shown a positive change in students’ attitudes and              
beliefs, though no statistically significant difference has arisen regarding the students’           
interest in the course, their self-confidence in English, the role of gender in learning              
English and the difficulties students come across when studying English. . .no            
significant change has occurred regarding the usefulness of English, the importance of            
the English accent and the knowledge of another foreign language as a contributing             
factor to learning English more easily. Finally, a negative change was found regarding             
difficulties in oral communication in English. 
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This article reviews several popular academic podcasts. 
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